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Abstract. This paper deals with the design problem of generalized linear controllers 
for linear systems with after-effect so that the resulting closed-loop system is globally 
uniformly asymptotically stable in the Lyapunov's sense. The controllers are universal 
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1. Introduction. Delay differential systems are modelled by differential 

and difference functional equations (Burton, 1985; Hale, 1977; Pandolfi, 1975; 

Pandolfi, 90) and are often called hereditary systems or systems with after ef

fect (De la Sen, 1988). Delay systems are useful to improve the modelling 

performance in problems of transportation, population growing and so on. Al

though these systems are described by functional equations, the problem of ex

istence of unique solution can be extended from the standard Picard-Lindeloff 

and Cauchy-Peano Theorems for ordinary differential equations (De la Sen, 

1988; Hale, 1977) under continuity assumptions for the time-varying coeffi

cients in the differential system together with continuity or absolute continuity 

hypotheses on the function of initial conditions. Lyapunov's stability as well 

as orbital stability of periodic solutions in processess with delays are ana

lyzed in (Burton, 1985) for open-loop differential systems. The relationships 
between generalized control systems, boundary control systems and delayed 
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control systems are ~nvestigated in (Pandolfi, 1990). It is shown that a system 

with delay in control belongs to a special class of boundary control systems, 

in which the generalized control system is produced when it is projected onto 

its (unstable) eigenspace. The connections and equivalences between the vari

ous kinds of controllability and observability concepts (such as, spectral, initial 

and final observability, spectral controllability, reach ability, etc.) are less di

rect than the delay-free case (Fiagbedzi and Pearson, 1990a,b; Lee and Olbrot, 

1981; Watanable, 1986). In particular, questions of observability (measure

ment) have been of concern with the scientific community for a very long 

time since an authoritative history of observed data is crucial to any scheme 

to explain what did happen (predictive or retrospective rules). The classical 

point of view is that the universe can be divided into the observed objects and 

observers while there are a number of different concepts of observability and 

observers for the hereditary systems discussed in the literatures (Lee and Olbrot, 

1981). 

In this paper, a set of results on dynamic systems with commensurate point 

delays are presented. Most of them concerning with various observability con

cepts (namely, initial, IRn final, infinite-time, spectral, essential, etc.) can be 

generalized to the cases of distributed and commensurate delay systems. It is 

proved in (Watanable, 1986) that if the system is spectrally controllable, there 

is a delayed feedback matrix such that the closed-loop system is spectrally con

trollable through a single input. In (Fiagbedzi and Pearson, 1987; Fiagbedzi 

and Pearson, 1990a), the so-called left and right characteristic matrix equa

tions are used to develop a stabilization/estimation theory for delay systems. 

This restriction was removed in (Fiagbedzi and Pearson, 1990) through a gen

eralization of the characteristic matrix equations in a manner that allows the 

stabilization of an arbitrary but finite number of unstable modes which appear 

as modes of an associated delay-free system. The resulting feedback controller 

and estimator permit, under the minimal assumptions on stabilizability and de

tectability, the stabilization of general linear autonomous delay systems with 

output feedback. 

The stabilizability and stabilization problems have received much attention 

in a set of papers (Agathoklis and Foda, 1989; Fiagbedzi and Pearson, 1990b; 

Mori et al., 1983; Olbrot, 1978; Pandolfi, 1975; Tadmor, 1988) and more re
cently in (Alastruey et al., 1995; De la Sen, 1988, 1993 and 1994; De la 
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Sen and Luo, 1994; Luo and De la Sen, 1995; Zheng et aI., 1994). The ex

isting stability tests are basically of two types: the first one is based on the 

approach of locating the roots of a single-variable or a multi-variable character

istic polynomial of the delay differential system (Watanable, 1986), while the 

other treats the delay system as the one over a ring by using 1 - D models. 
Also, n - D (n ~ 2-dimensional) systems have been uSed in (Agathoklis and 

Foda, 1989) to describe systems with commensurate and non-commensurate 

delays, respectively. Sufficient delay independent conditions for the asymptotic 

stability were derived in terms of frequency-dependent and constant parameter 

Lyapunov equations (Burton, 1985; Mori et aI., 1983). Related to linear au
tonomous systems with both point and distributed delays, it has been shown in 

(Olbrot, 1978; Pandolfi, 1975; Tadmor, 1988) that a simple algebraic rank con
dition, similar to the well-known Hautus condition (Hautus, 1969), is necessary 
and sufficient for stabilizability. 

The detectability problem was proved to be dual to the state feedback sta

bilizability of a transposed system. If delays appear in the control variables 
only, then the state feedback spectral assignability is equivalent to the formal 
controllability of a certain pair of real matrices and also to the system state 
controllability. In (Tadmor, 1988), it was proved that systems with input (or 

external) delays can exhibit the trajectory stabilizability phenomenon, namely, 
the input can decay at a different rate from that of the state or even can diverge 

while the state trajectory asymptotically approaches the origin. 

The objective of this paper is to study the problem of stabilization of linear 
systems involving, in general, several types (i.e., point, distributed and the 

mixed point-distributed) of delays in both state and input by the use of general 

controllers involving the same types of delays. In Part I, systems within. the 

usual classes (i.e., point, distributed, mixed point-distributed commensurate and 

non-commensurate) of delays are presented. Some preliminary concepts and 

results on stabilizability are given. The appendices contain some mathematical 

developments and some proofs of the results presented in Sections 2-5. 

2. Terminology and notation. Denote IR, R+, Rt, C, c- and C+, respec

tively, the sets of real, positive real and non-negative real numbers, complex 

numbers, and left-half complex plane and right-half complex plane (both in
cluding the imaginary axis). £(.) and £-10 stand for the Laplace and Laplace 

inverse transfonns, respectively. CP ( S; IRq) is the set of functions f: S ~ R be-
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ing p-continuously differentiable on S° (the interior of 5) C !fit j(t) is the time 

derivative at t of I E CI(lRt; IRq). LP(5; IRq) is the set of functions I: 5 f-+ IRq 

being p-integrable on 5 (i.e., Is I/(t)IP dt exists) whose Lp-norm on 5 is defined 

by 11I11 = [fs I/(t)IPdtj1/p. In particular, the L2-norm and supremum norm are 

denoted, respectively, by 1110111 and 11011. Here, I/(t)1 denotes any well-posed 

norm of the q-vector I(t), any t E 5. It is the segment of I(s) for t-a ~ s ~ t, 
with a being a positive constant, referred to as the maximum system delay. The 

set of uniformly bounded functions on 5 is denoted by Loo(5; IR(-)). All the 

above notations hold also for matrix functions. BV(8; IRqxm) is the set of 

(q x m) matrix measures of bounded variation and locally integrable (on 8) en

tries. Similarly, B(-, .), PC(',') and AC(·,·) denote the sets of bounded, piece

wise continuous and absolutely continuous functions. Positive (negative) defi

nite and semidefinite functions or matrices are denoted by"> 0" and "~ 0" ("< 

0", "~ 0"), respectively. In and superscript T (-T) denote, respectively, the 

identity n-matrix and transposition (inverse of the transpose). Det(.), Amin 0 
and Amax (.) denote the determinant, the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of 

the square (.)-matrix. 5P, SD, SED and 5V D stand, respectively, for point, 
distributed, exponentially distributed and infinite-Volterra's type delay systems. 

SP D and SPV D stand for systems with mixed point and distributed delays 

without or with Volterra's type terms, respectively. The set of eigenvalues of a 

matrix (-) (spectrum of (-)) is denoted by sp(·). The stable (unstable) spectrum 

of the (. )-matrix related to, E IR (namely, the set of eigenvalues sEC of sp(·)) 
with Re(s) < , (Re(s) ~ ,) is denoted by sps-y(') (spu,(-)), respectively. 

The complement to a set (.) (in IR or C depending on the context) is 'denoted 

by f). 0 denotes the empty set. M pxq means that M is of order p x q. The 

left Kronecker product of the matrices Anxm and Bpxq is the np x pq matrix 

A 0 B = (bijA); (i = 1,2, ... ,p; j = 1,2, ... , q). In particular, for any matrices 

K m xp and en X q the linear system AK B = C can be expressed in vector 

form as (BT 0 A)k = c where k = [k ll , ... , kIp, ... , kml , ... , kmpf is a 

mp-vector formed by the entries to K in row's order. 

3, V, e are quantifiers for existence, ''all'' and member of a set. W (r) denotes 

a continuous increasing scalar function satisfying W(O) = 0, W(r) > 0 if r > 0 

and W(r) -t 00 as r -t 00. Ker(·) is the null space of the (.)-matrix. 

3. Delay systems. The following classes of delay systems are standard in 

the literature. 
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3.1. Systems with point delay. 

(SP): :e(t) = A(t)z(t) + Ao(t)z(t - h) + B(t)u(t) + Bo(t)u(t - h'); 

t~O, (1) 

where x(t) E IRn is a trajectory value, u(t) E IRm (m:::;; n) is a c0ntrol vector, 

Xt(O) = x(t + 0) and Ut(O') = u(t + 0') with 0 E [-h, 0),0' E [-h',O) and 

the positive numbers h, h' are given and represent the internal (or state) and 

external (or input) delays in the system. A(·) and AoO are (n x n)-matrix 

functions and B (.) and BoO are (n x m) matrix functions of real entries. The 

initial trajectory x( 0) = Xo (0) is a continuous or absolutely continuous bounded 

function on 0 E [-h, 0). An output equation can be defined together with Eq. 1. 

3.2. Systems with distributed delays. 

(SD) : :e(t) = A(t)x(t) + AXt + B(t)u(t) + BUt; t ~ 0, (2) 

where x(·), un, A(-), B(·) and xo(-) are defined as for SP. The oper-
- - - 0 -ators A and B are defined as follows: AII' = J_q[do(O)]cp(O) and Bp = 

J~ql[d.8(O)]p(O) with o{) and.8(-) being two matrix valued (or scalar) finite 
measures in BV([-u, 0); IRnxn) and BV([-u', 0); IRnxm) respectively. A par

ticular case of interest is that involving an exponential delay distribution (SED). 
Typically, o(B) =: AoeA~9 (or Aoe,x9 In; Ao, A E IR) and .8(B) =: BoeB~9 (or 

boe,x19; bo, N E IR) which corresponds to matrix (or scalar) delay distribution. 

Another case of interest is that involving internal unbounded or Volterra equa

tion (SV D) (Burton, 1985) with A defined by At<p = J; C(t, B)<p(B)dB or 

At<p = J; C(t - O)<p(B)dB (convolution Volterra equation), and Btp = pet). 
The entries to C(t, B) are continuous in 0 for each t ~ O. The function of 

initial conditions xo(B) for SD and SED is of the same class as for SP, and 

it is of point-type (i.e., xo(O) = xo) for SV D, or it can be reduced to be of 

point-type by introducing in the forcing term the contribution of an interval of 

initial conditions (Burton, 1985). 

REMARK 2.1. Note that the above systems can be extended without diffi

culty to include several combinations of delays. For systems with exponential 

distribution of delays, the integrals J~q and J~ql will be substituted by Joh and 

Johl throughout this part for a more coherent notational similarity with the SP. 
On the other hand, note that SED(s) have 0, .8 E BV([-u, 0); RC» in Eq. 2 
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provided that u is finite. If the delay system is SV D (i.e., being of Volterra 

type and time-invariant with exponential distribution) then A~ and B~ have 

to be Hurwitz, or A and A' negative in order that a, f3 E BV([O, t); RC), all 

t ~ 0. Output equations for SD, SED, SV D can be defined as for SP. Some 

calculations related to the evaluations of the right-hand-side if (2) and their 

Laplace transforms for the various delay systems are given in Appendix AI. 

The following result gives equivalent descriptions for time-invariant S D( s) 
and SED(s), through the reduction of them to SP(s) and the definition of 

extended systems. 

Lemma 1. (i) Consider the following SED: 

h h' 
%(t) = Az(t)+ fa AoeA~8z(t-B)dB+Bu(t)+ fa BoeB~8u(t-B')dB (3) 

with u(t) = 0; t < ° and zo(t) = cp(t) with cp E AC([-h, 0]; Rn) is the 
function of initial conditions fort E [-h, 0]. System (3) can be equivalently 

described by the extended SP: 

~(t) = Az(t) + Aox(t - h) + Bu(t) (4) 

with z(t) = [zT (t) : zI(t) : uI(t)Y and xo(t) = [cpT (t) : OT : OTy; 

t E [-h, 0] where Zl(-) ERn, U1(') E Rm and B = [BT: OT: ImY and 

[
A Ao BO] 

A =: In A~ 0 ; 
o 0 B~ 

(5) 

(Here, "equivalent" means that the z(-) trajectories of (2) and (3) are 

identical on [0,00) with the same initial conditions on [-h,O) and the 

same control on (0,00»). In particular, the free system (i.e., u == 0 on 

(0,00») is described by the extended state vector x = [zT : zTY E R2n 

with 

- [A Ao] 
A =: In A~ ; 

- [0 Ao =: 0 (6) 

and zo(t) = [cpT (t) : OT]T on [-h,O]. 
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(ii) If the two integrals in the right-hand-side of (3) are changed respec
tively to J~(1 AoeA~8z(t+B)dB and J~(11 BoeB~8u(t+O)dB then proposition 
(i) holds with u = h, u' = hi. 

The proof is given in Appendix AI. The above result can be directly 

particularized to the case of a scalar exponential distribution. 

4. Stabilizability and related technical lemmas. An SP or SD «(1) or 

(2)) is ,-trajectory stabilizable if for some real constants, and b, there exists a 

control u E IR m such that the functions t 1-+ e--ytz(t) and t 1-+ e- 6t u(t) are in 

L1 ((0,00), IRm); i.e., Jooo e--yt Iz(t) Idt < 00 and Jooo e- 6t lu(t)ldt < 00. It also 

follows that limT _ oo J; e--ytlz(t)ldt = 0; limT _ oo JToo e- 6t lu(t)ldt = 0 and 

limt_oo e--ytlz(t)1 = 0; limt_oo e- 6t lu(t)1 = O. If band, are non-positive 

(which is the normal situation in practice), the relationships limT _ oo JToo e--yt 

x Iz(t)ldt = 0 and limT _ oo JToo e- 6t lu(t)ldt = ° also hold, and, in this case, 

Ibl ~ 1,1. If the above properties hold with Ibl = 1,1, then the system is ,-state 

stabilizable; i.e., the system can be stabilized with a control input decreasing 

at the same rate ao; the generated state, which occurs always in the delay-free 

case. Thus, both stabilizability concepts coincide in the sense of state stabiliz

ability. However, the ,-trajectory stabilizability does not always imply ,-state 

stabilizability under external delays (Tadmor, 1988) although the converse is 

always true. Moreover, ,-state stabilizability for any, implies and is implied 

by spectrum assignability which is also guaranteed under spectral controllability 

(Olbrot, 1978; Watanable, 1986). 

Note that stabilizability is a necessary condition for the existence of closed

loop stabilizing control laws. In the following, stabilizability refers to the wider 

concept of ,-trajectory stabilizability unless otherwise being stated. Also, a de

lay h referred to an SD denotes the delay interval [0, h) defined through an 

integral (see Eq. 2). The next result focuses on some relationships between 

stabilizability of (1) - (2) related to linear delay-free systems. The inclusion of 

results for SED is trivial from the corresponding ones for S P and Lemma 1. 

It is essentially proved that a delay system, with its parameters weakly deviated 

respect to a linear stabilizable delay-free system, is stabilizable under a linear 

and time-invariant memoryless control. 

Lemma2. Assume that the linear and time-invariant system LS: %(t) 
= Az(t) + Bu(t) is ,-stabilizable (sufficient conditions are given in Ap-
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pendix A.2 - Lemma A.I) for some , ~ O. Then, there exists a pos

itive constant c such that S P (Eq. 1) is ,'-trajectory stabjJizable for 

max(IIAoiL IIBol!) < c, all " E [,,0] and h = max(h, h'), with c be
ing, in general, dependent on " and h. The value of an upper-bound 
co ~ c > 0 can be calculated for each given parameters and delays in the 

SP and ,'. The results also hold for SD (Eq. 2), SED and SV D with 
sufliciently small parameters associated with delays. If the control law 

u(t) = -Koz(t) ,-stabilizes LS, then it also ,-(trajectory) stabilizes any 

delay system with sufficiently small parameters associated with delays. 

The proof of Lemma 2 is given in the Appendix A3. Note that if , is not 

constrained to the open left-half plane, then the stabilizability definition can 

become arbitrarily far from practical issues. This is addressed in the following 

lemma. 

Lemma 3. Assume that the SP (Eq. 1) is ,-trajectory-stabilizable for 
some, < 0 and 101 ::;; 1,1. Then, there exists (at least) a linear control 
uL(t) which 'YL-(trajectory) stabilizes such a system for some pair of real 

constants ,L and OL. The result also applies for the other types of delay 
systems (SD, SV D, SED, etc.). 

The proof is outlined in Appendix A4. This result indicates that there is 

a degree of ambiguity in the stabilization characterization. In fact, OLean 
be arbitrarily large and the control and state trajectory can be, in some cases, 

unstable (related to the left-half plane) so that the stabilizability under a linear 

controller losses its practical sense, since it cannot be achieved for ,L ::;; O. 

This ambiguity is dealt with in the next section where uniform boundedness of 

the state trajectory is required for stability. 

The general finite-delay system being considered can contain, in general, 

both point and distributed internal and/or external delays as follows: 

(SPD): x(t) =A(t)z(t) + Ao(t)z(t - h) + AZ t + B(t)u(t) 

+ Bo(t)u(t - h') + BUt; t ~ O. (7) 

If A -+ At and B -+ B t, delays become in general time-dependent. A 

system (SPV D), involving a Volterra integro-differential system (i.e., subject 
to distributed infinite delays) can also be considered in (7) subject to initial 

conditions, satisfying similar conditions to those of S P / S D in (1) - (2), on 
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[- max(h, CT), 0), with h and CT charaterizing the internal point and finitely
distributed delays, respectively. 

5. Preliminary stability definitions and results. The S P, S D or S P D 
Eqs. 1,2 and 7 are (Burton, 1985): (a) Stable in the simple Lyapunov's sense 

if for each c > 0 and to > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that [lzo! < 6, t ~ to] 
implies that !z(t,to,zo)! < co: (b) Uniformly Stable if it is stable and 8 is 

independent of to; (c) Asymptotically Stable if it is stable and for each to E 

IRt there is an 'rJ > 0 such that !zo! < TJ ::} z(t, to, zo) -+ 0 as t --+ 00; 
(d) Unifonnly Asymptotically Stable if it is uniformly stable and there is a 

TJ > 0 with the following property: for each /J > 0 there exists S > 0 such that 

[to E IRt, !xo! < TJ, t ~ to + S] ::} !z(t, to, zo)! < co. A weaker property than 
stability is Ultimate Boundedness for bound c, namely, for each 8 > 0, there 

exists L > 0 such that [to E IRt, !xo! < 8, t ~ to + L] ::} !z(t, to, zo)! < c. 
The following result applies to any SP IS D (and their particular cases) and 

SP D, Eqs. 1,2 and 7, where W(-)(r) are continuous increasing scalar functions 
with the properties given in Section 2. 

Theorem 1 (Burton, 1985). Let V(t, Xt) be a differential scalar function 
defined for -00 < t < 00 and x(·) a continuous function into IRn with 

!x(t)! < D ~ 00. 

(a) If V(t, 0) = 0, W1(1x(t)l) ~ V(t, Xt); \1(t, Zt) ~ 0, then the zero 
solution is stable in the simple Lyapunov sense; 

(b) if W1(!x(t)1) ~ V(t, Zt) ~ W2(!!Xt!l); \1(t, zt} ~ 0, then the zero 
solution is uniformly stable; 

(c) if F(t, z) is bounded for bounded !!Xt!! and V(t, 0) = 0, Wl(!X(t)1) ~ 
V(t, zt}; \1(t, Zt) ~ -W3(!Ztl), then the zero solution is asymptotically 
stable; 

(d) if W1(!z(t)1) ~ V(t, Zt) ~ W3(!!!Zt!!1) + W2(!Ztl) and \1(t, Zt) ~ 
-W4(!Ztl) then z = 0 is uniformly asymptotically stable; 

(e) if D = 00 and there is a real constant Mo > 0 with Wl(!Z(t)1) ~ 
V(t, Zt) ~ W3(fLq W4(!z(r)l)dr) + W2(!Ztl) with CT being the maximum 
delay in the system, and V(t, Zt) ~ -W4(!ztl)+Mo, then all the solutions 
are uniformly bounded and uniformly ultimately bounded for bound c. 

For the SVD and SPVD Eq. 7, propositions (a)-(c) remain valid. If 
there is a bounded continuous <): [0,00) 1-+ IRn which is in Ll([O,oo);lRn) 
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with <I>(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 00, then W3 (·) in (d)-(e) is changed into W3U; <I>(t

r)W4 (lz( r)l)dr). 

6. Appendices 

A.I) Integral equalities useful for SD (Eq. 2), SED and SlID. The 

following results stand: 

Propositions A.I: 

(i. 1) £[J~q dv(B)/(t+B)] = [J~q e8S dv(B)]F(s) and £[J; dv(B)/(t-B)] = 
dV (s )F( s) for all v E BV([ -IT, 0]; jRPxq) and I E Ll ([t - IT, t]; IRq); 

(i.2) If, in addition, v is in C 1«0, t); IRPX q ) for all t ~ 0 then £[J; dv(B) 
I(t - B)] = V(s)[sF(s)] - v(O)F(s). If, in addition, IE C1«0, t); IRqxm), 
then J; dv(B)/(t-O) = J; v(O)i(t-B)dB-v(O) J; e-8s I(B)dB+ 1(0) J; e-8s 

x v(B)dB; 
(1.3) If, in addition, both v and I are in C1«0,t);lRp xq ), allt ~ 0, then 

J~q dV(IT)/(t + B) = v(O)/(t) - v( -IT)/(t - IT) - J~q v(O)j(t + B)dB. 

(Ii) J~(1 dv(0)e s8 = v(O) - v( -IT)se-Sq - s J~q v(B)es8 dO under the as

sumptions of Proposition (i1). 

(iii) Under the conditions of proposition (i1) and if, in addition, ei
ther v of I are in Cl« -IT, 0); IR) tilen £[J~q dv(O)/(t + 0)] = [v(O) -

v( -IT)e-Sq]F(s) - s J~q v(B)F(s + B)dB. 

(Iv) £[J~q dv(B)/(t + B)] = [v(O) - v( -IT)e-Sq]F(s) - J~q v (B){£[i(t + 
0)]- I(O)}dB. 

(v)Ifv(B)=eM then: 
(1) J~q dv(B)e·8 = A(A + s)-l[l - e-(>.+s)q]; 

(2) £[J~q dv(B)/(t + B)] = A(A + s)-1[1- e-(>.+·)q]F(s); 

(3) J~(1 dv(B)/(t + B) = A[J; e->.(t-8) I(B)dB - e->.q J; e->.(t-8) I(B -
IT)dB]. 

(vi) If the integrals J~q are changed into foh then the above results 
remain valid with the changes in the right-hand-sides derived from the left
hand-side identities J~q dv(B)/(t + B) = - Joh dv(-B)/(t - B) for IT = h. 

Proof. (i.1) follows directly from direct calculus and convolution theory. 

About (i.2), note that if v E C1«0, t); Rn) then 

t 

£[/ dv(B)/(t - B)] = [sV(s) - v(O)] F(s). (A.1) 
o 
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If, in addition, 1 E C1«0, t); Rn) then, from (AI) 

t 

£[1 dv(B)/(t - B)] = V(s) [sF(s)]- v(O)F(s) (A.2) 
o 

= V(s) {£ [i(t)] + I(O)} - v(O)F(s), (A.3) 

and by taking inverse Laplace transforms 

tOt 1 dv(B)/(t - B) = 1 v(B)i(t - B) - v(O) 1 e- fis I(B)dB 
o -17 0 

t 

+ 1(0) 1 e- 9S v(B)dB, (A.4) 
o 

and thus (i.2) is proved. (i.3) follows directly from integration by parts. Propo

sitions (iii) - (iv) follow directly from (i.I), the Laplace transform, differentia
tion and complex translation rules. Propositions (v) follows from the identity 

I~q dv(B)e s9 = A I~q e()..+s)BdB and the applications of (i.l) and its inverse 
Laplace transformation. (vi) follows from the given integral identities. 

REMARK A.l. Extensions of Propostion AI(v) are available for (matrix) 

delay exponential distributions (see Eq. A.6 in the proof of Lemma 1 below). 

Proof of Lemma 1. (i) Since AZt = Ioh AoeA~9 z(t - B)dB, it follows for 

..4(s) =: A~ - s1 that 

h 00 - k+1( )hk+1 1 A~9 -9. - -1 ~ A s 
Aoe e dB = AoA (s) L-- (k + I)! ' 

o k=O 

(A.5) 

for all sEC not being an eigenValue of A~ since the series E~=o..4k (s)Bk jk! 
converges unifonnly to the matrix function eA(.)9, for all sEC and B E 

(-00,00). By using the variables k' = k + 1, (AS) can be written as 

h 1 AoeA~ge-9sdB = Ao(A~ - s1)-1 [e(A~-SI)h - 1] . (A.6) 

o 
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Then, the characteristic equation for the SED Eq. 3 is from (A.6) and Propo

sition A.I (i.I): 

Det {sf - A - Ao(A~ - sI)-1 [e(A~-'I)h - f]} = 0; Vs E C, (A.7) 

with s tI. sp(A~). Now, the Laplace transform of z(t), subject to zero initial 

conditions on [-h, 0], satisfies from (A.7) 

{sf - A - Ao(A~ - sf)-1 [e(A~-SI)h - f]} X(s) = 0, 

for all sEC n sp( A~). Define the auxiliary variable Xl (s) 
A~)-1 X(s) so that (A.S) can be expressed in the time domain as 

%(t) = Az(t) + Ao [Z1(t) - eA~hzl(t - h)] , 
%1(t) = A~Z1(t) + z(t), 

(A.8) 

(sf -

(A.9) 

for all t ~ 0 and the initial conditions [zT(t) : zTf = [<pT(t) : oTf, 
t E [-h,O]. The result follows directly for the free system (i.e., Bo = 0 

- hi I 

in (3)). For the forced SED, Eq. 3, define BUt = fo BoeBo9 dB. Eq. A.S is 
modified as 

[Sf - A ~ Ao(A~ - sI)-1 (e(A~-sI)h - f)] X(s) 

+ [B + Bo(B~ - sI)-1 (e(B~-,I)h' - f)] U(s) = 0, (A.I0) 

for all sEC n sp( A~) n sp( B~). Define the auxiliary variable U 1 (s) 
(sf - B~t1U(s). Thus, (A.9) is modified as 

%(t) =Az(t) + Ao [Z1(t)- eA~hz1(t - h)] 
+ Bu(t) + Bo [u1(t) - eB~h' U1(t - hI)] , 

%1(t) =A~Zl(t) + z(t); "1(t) = B~U1(t) + u(t), 

(A.l1a) 

(A.l1b) 

for all t ~ 0 with [z6 : OT : OT]T = [<P6 : OT : oTf for t E [max(h, h'), 0] 
and <pO being bounded (or absolutely) continuous on [-h,O]. The result for 
the forced system follows directly from (A.1) and (i) is proved. (ii) follows 
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from the use of Proposition Al (i.I) to yield £[f~q Aoe-A~8z(t + O)dO] = 
(j~q Aoe(·I-A~)e dO)X(s). Furthermore, J~q Aoe-A~e eea dO = J; AoeA(.)e1 
dOl which leads to an identical result to (A5). This proves (ii) by considering 

similar identities for J~ql Boe-B~8u(t + O)dO. 

A.2) Preliminaries for the proof of Lemma 2. Let As and Au be the 

canonical real ns x n. and (n - n.) x (n - n.) matrices associated with 

sPs,),(A), Aa and Aua be the canonical real na x na and (n - na) x (n - na) 
matrices associated with the assignable (or spectrally controllable) spectrum 

sPa (A) (i.e., the spectrum subset which can be arbitrarily re-allocated via lin

ear feedback) and unassignable spectrum SPua (A), respectively. Since the pairs 

(sPn(A), Spu,), (A)) and (sPa(A), sPua(A)) are disjoint sets, there exist non
singular n x n matrices T and L (where L is an unitary matrix describing an 

appropriate permutation of coordinates) of real entries such that 

A =: T- l AT = Block Diag[Aa : Au]; 

B' =: T- l B = [(B:f: (B~ff. 

A = (LT)-l A(LT) = Block Diag[Aa : Aual; 

j/ =: (TL)-l B = [(B~)T : (B~aff. 

(A.I2) 

(A.I3) 

Note from (A.I2) that LS is ,-stabilizable (i.e., all the closed-loop modes can 

be allocated in Re( s) < 'Y through the use of a time-invariant linear controller

see Lemma Al below) if and only if 

rank[sl - A : B] = rank[sl - A : B'l = rank[sl - A : il] = n, (A.I4) 

for all sEC with Re(s) ~ 'Y. From (A13), the LS is completely control

lable (or, equivalently, spectrum assignable) if and only if (A.I4) holds for all 

sEC (Popov-Belevitch-Hautus rank controllability test. Since (AI4) holds 

directly TIs rt sp(A), it suffices to check it for s E sp(A). Eqs.(A.I2) - (A.I3) 

imply that 

. [51 - A. 0 B: ] rank[sl - A : B] =rank 0 51 -Au B' u 

[51 - Aa 0 B' ] (A.I5) =rank 0 51 -Au B,a , 
ua 
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for all sEC. From (A.12) to (A.15) the following result is proved. 

Lemma A.I. Assume that m ~ n. The following propositions are 

equivalent: 

(i) (i.I) The LS is ,-stabilizable (or (A, B) is a ,-stabilizable pair) if 

and only ifrank[sI - Au : B~] = n - n" 'Vs E sPu-y(A) or, equivalently, if 

and only ifrank[sI - A: B] = n; 'Vs E sPu-y(A). 
(i2) There exists (Ko)mxn such that the control law u(t) = -Kox(t) 

,-stabilizes (A, B); i.e., the closed-loop system x(t) = (A - BK o)x(t) has 
all its eigenvalues in Re(s) < ,. 

(13) The LS is assignable (and thus spectrally controllable) if and only 
if the last rank condition holds for all sEC and this implies that (A, B) 
is ,-stabilizable. 

(U) (A, B) is ,-stabilizable if sPua(A) (empty or non-empty) C sPs-y(A). 

(iii) For any full row rank matrix Kmxn: 

rank[sI - A : B] =rank[sl - A : sl - A + BK] 

=rank[sI - A + BK : BK] ~ n, (A.16) 

for all sEC. If(A, B) is ,-stabilizable then (A.16) holds with equality to 
n for all sEC with Re(s) ~ , so that (A, BK) and (A - BK, BK) are 
also ,-stabiJjzable pairs. In this case, (A.16) holds if and only if 

rank[sl - Au : B~] = rank[sl - Au + B~KT : B~KT] = n - n., (A.17) 

for all s E spu-y(A). 

(iv) The spectral controllability of the unstable modes of A is a sufficient 
condition for ,-stabilizability of (A, B). This is guaranteed if 

rank[TT ® EuT- 1 B : ~u] = rank[TT ® EuT- 1 B] = (n - n.)m, (A.18) 

where Eu =: Diag(On_. : I n- n.) for any (n - n,)m real vector ~u. 

There exists a (nonnecessarily unique and nonnecessarily full row rank) 
(Ko)mxn such that z(t) = (A - BKo)x(t) has all its modes in Re(s) < , 
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(Proposition (i)). A (more restrictive) sufficient condition for ,-stabiliza
bility of (A, B) is the spectral controllability (assignability) of LS which 
is guaranteed if 

rank[TT ® T- 1 B : A] = rank[TT ® T- 1 B] = nm, (A.19) 

for any nm vector..\ built by writing the n x n (A* - A)-matrix ordered 

row-by-row and entry-by-entry where A * is strictly Hurwitz. A stabilizing 
matrix Ko supplying the cOlltrollaw u(t) = -Koz(t) (Proposition (i)) 
can be calculated ill this case from the linear equation 

(A.20) 

with ..\0 and ko being obtained from (A~ - A) and K 0, as above, A~ being 
strictly Hurwitz. (.4.t least) a solutiol] ko to (A.20) is guaranteed to exist 
if(A.19) holds. 

(v) If sPua(A) n SPU1' (A) :/; 0 then the pair (A, B) is not ,-stabilizable, 
and Ac =: A - BK is not ,-stable and then (A, B) not completely 

assignable (controllable) for any Kmxn-matrix (i.e., all the eigenvalues 
of Ac are not in Re( s) < ,). Also, there is at least one ,-unstable and 
uncontrollable (open-loop) mode (i.e., an eigenvalue of A) which remains 
invariant under the control law u(t) = -Kz(t) (i.e., it is also an eigenvalue 

of Ac). 

Proof (i.l) Necessity. If rank[soI - Au : B~] < n - ns for some So E 

sPu.y(A) (i.e., for some So E C with Re(so) ~ ,), then rank[soI -A: B] < n 
from (A.15). Since Re(so) ~ " the system is not ,-stabilizable. 

Sufficiency. From (A.14)-(A.15), rank[sI - A: B] < n with Re(s) ~, 
is possible if and only if Det(sI - Au) = 0 (since Det(sI - As) :/; 0 for 

Re(s) ~ ,) which implies that a rank test on sPu1'(A) is sufficient. 
(i2) It is obvious since (A, B) can be ,-stabilized through a linear time

invariant controller. 
(i3) The proof is similar to that of (i.I) by considering any , E IR. 

(ii) Note that sPua(A) C sPs,),(A) ¢:::::> sPs1'(A) ::> sPu1' (A). If So E 
sPu,),(A), then So E sPa (A) so that it is a controllable mode and rank[sI -

A : B] = n, Vs E C => rank[sI - A : B] = n, Re(s) ~ , and (A, B) is 
,-stabilizable. 
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(iii) There exist matrices of real entries QI E lR(m+n)X2n, Q2' Q3 E 
R2nx2n: 

Q _. [ In On X n ] • 
I -. Kmxn Kmxn ' 

Q2 =: [( ) PI (n-m)xn 
(A.21) 

for given K and PI and P 2 matrices such that 

lsI - A + BK] = lsI - A: B]QI 

= lsI - A: B : Onx(n-m)]Q2 = lsI - A: BK]Q3' (A.22) 

for all sEC. Note from (A.21) that QI is full rank (i.e., rank(QI) = n + m) 
for any full row rank matrix K, and that there exist (in general, non-unique) 

matrices PI and P 2 with P =: [PI: P z] and rank(P) = n - m such that 

rank(Qz) = rank[Qi : pTjT = rank(Q3) = 2n. Since Q 2 and Q3 are 
(square) 2n x 2n nonsingular matrices, (A.22) implies (AI6) with the rank 

being n if (A, B) and then (A - BK, BK) are also ,-stabilizable. (AI7) 

follows from (AI6) and Proposition (i.I) since: 

rank lsI - A. + E.T- I BKT 0 E.T- I BKT] 

o sI - Au + EuT- I BKT E,T- I BKT 

=n, (A.23) 

for all sEC with Re(s) ~ , -¢:::::} rank[sI - Au + EuT- I BKT : 

EuT- I BKT] = n - n., all s E spul'(A) (Proposition (i.I», where E, =: 

Diag(I n. : On-n,); Eu =: Diag(On, : I n-n.)' The equivalence in (A23) for 
any full row rank matrix K implies and is implied by Proposition (i.I). Thus, 

(A, B) is ,-stabilizable if and only if (AI6) or, equivalently, (A23) hold, with 
strict equality to n in (AI6). 
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(Iv) The sufficient conditions (A.18) and (A. 19) for ,-stabilizability implies 

the existence of (Ko)mxn such that EuT- 1 BKoT = Au - A* for any (n
ns) x (n-ns) predefined Hurwitz A * -matrix. Using the (left) Kronecker product 

of matrices P =: [TT ® EuT- 1 B]k = Au - A*, where k = [ki : '" : k;'V 
is a vector containing the entries to K arranged by rows, Au and A * are built 

in the same way from matrices Au and A *, with P being a n( n - ns) x nm
matrix. Thus, Froebenius theorem estabilishes that (at least) one solution exists 

to (A.24) if and only if (A.18) holds. (A.19) follows in the same way from (i.l) 

and (i.3) for solvability of (A.20) since ,),-stabilizability of (A, B) is implied 

by its assignability. 

(v) (lst Proof). Note that rank[sI - A : B] < n, "Is E sPua(A) ==> 

rank[sI - A: B] < n, "Is E C with Re(s) ~ ,. From (i.l), the pair (A, B) is 

not ,-stabilizable so that it is not stabilizable under the linear and time-invariant 

control u(t) = -Kz(t), for (K)mxn so that uncontrollable (or unassignable) 

modes being invariant under such a feedback law are present (otherwise, (A, B) 
would be ,),-stabilizable). 

2nd alternative proof. (A, B) is not ,-stabilizable==> rank[sI - A: B] < 

n, "Is E C with Re(s) ~ , (Prop.(i» ==> rank[soI - A : B] < n, "Iso E 

(sPua(A), spu')' (A)). Note that Re(so) ~ , since So E sPu')'(A). From (iii), 

this implies rank[sI - A : B] = rank[sl - A + BK : BK] < n, for any 

full row rank K -matrix with all sEC. Applying this result to so, Det [so I -
A + BK] = 0 with Re(so) ~ , and the (A - BK)-matrix is not ,-stable. 

The remaining of the proof concerning with the fact that So is uncontrollable 

and invariant under linear and time-invariant feedback follows directly by using 

contradiction arguments. 

REMARK A.2. Note from the proof of sufficiency in Lemma A.I(i) that the 

unstable spectrum related to , can be always freely assigned since sPu,),(A) C 

sPa(A). Note also that if sPua(A) n spu,), (A) #- 0 for some real" there are 

uncontrollable unstable (related to ,) open-loop modes such that the system is 

not ,-stabilizable. 

A.3) Proof of Lemma 2. SP (Eq. 1) is ,'-stabilizable for all,' E [T,O] 
if and only if rank[8(s)] = n, all sEC with Re(s) ~ " where 8(s) =: 
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[sl - A - e- hs Ao : B + e-h's Bo]. This is equivalent to W(s) =: S(s)ST (s) 
being nonsingular for Re(s) ~ -y', since S(s) has less rows than columns . 

. Direct calculus yields: 

with 

W(s) =: Wo(s) + AW(s) = Wo(s) [I + W(jl(s)AW(s)] , 

AW(s) = : e- 2h'S[e2(h'-h)s AoA6 + BoB6] 

+e-h'S{e(h'-h)S [(sl-A)A6 +Ao(sl-AT)] 

+ BB6 + BaBT}. 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 

Note thatthe last equality in (A.24) stands for Re(s) ~ ,,/', "h' E b, 0] with 

"/ ~ 0, since LS being ,,/-stabilizable (Assumption A.l) implies that W 0 (s) is 

nonsigular for Re(s) ~ "/. A sufficient condition for W(s) to be nonsingular 

for Re(s) ~ "/' is, from (A.24), IIWi)l(s)AW(s)11 < 1 for Re(s) ~ "/' and 
any matrix norm (Ortega. 1972). Note from (A.26) that 

IIAW(s)1I ~ehh'J{ eh-Y'IIAoA6 + BoB611 

+ II(sl - A)A6 + Ao(sl - AT) + BB6 + BoBTII} 

<II [(sl - A)(sl - AT) + BBT]-lll; Re(s) ~ ,,/', (A.27) 

since / ~ 0 for all h > 0 and with Ao and Bo fulfilling max(IIAoll, IIBol!) ~ 
€( "/' , h), for all "/' E b, 0] with some ~ E IR being dependent on "/' and h. 
The constant € increases as hl/'I decreases. A sufficient condition to guarantee 

(A.27), independently of s, for given /' and h is 

e2hh'JIIAoA~ +BoB~11 
+ehh'J sup {11(sl-A)A6 +Ao(sl-AT)+BB6 + BoBTl1} 

Re(s )~-y' 

~ inf {II [(sl - A)(sl - AT) + BBTr111}. (A.28) 
Re(s)~-y' 
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Since infRe(s)~'Y/{l1 [(sl - A)(sl - AT) + BBT]-lll} > 0 and the involved 

matrix is nonsingular for Re(s) ~ " from stabilizability of (A, B), a sufficient 

condition for (A.28) to hold is that the upper-bound co ~ c( " , h) > 0 verifies 

ac6+bco-c<0~coE (0'21a [(b2 +4ac)!-b]), (A.29) 

a =: ehh'l; b = sup (11sI - All + IIBID > 0, 
Re(s)~'Y' 

(A.30a) 

(A.30b) 

This completes the proof of stabilizability for SP for all Ao and Bo such 

that max(IIAoll, IIBolD ~ c. For SD, SED and SV D, the proof is outlined 

mutatis-mutandis. As a result of the above developments and Lemma A.I, if 

(A, B) is ,-stabilizable through the linear control uo(t) = -Kox(t) then the 

delay systems of section 2 are ,'-trajectory stabilizable for all,' E h, OJ, for all 

delays and sufficiently smallllAo II and II Boll dependent on h, h', and!,. Also, 

(A - BK, BK) and (A, BK) are ,-stabilizable and thus, the delay systems 

in Section 2 defined by A or Ae =: A - BK, Be = BK are also ,'-trajectory 

stabilizable (tlf' E [,,0]) for some memoryless ,control uoe(t) = -K Oex(t) 
,-stabilizing (A, Be) or (Ae, Be). By a similar proof to the given one with 

W Oc (s) redefined based on the (Ac, Be )-parametrization, it follows that for 

sufficiently smallllAol1 and IIBoll, uo(t) also, (trajectory)-stabilizes the SP. 

A.4) Proof of Lemma 3 (Outline). Firstly, the following preliminary result 

is proved. 

Lemma A.2. Assume the SP (Eq. 1) under the linear and time-inva
riant control law udt) = -K Lxdt) (generalizations for the various delay 
systems are immediate). Then, IluL(t)11 and IlxL(t)11 are functions of 

exponentialorders3 for any (Kdmxn. 

Proof. (Outline): Assume to = 0 without loss of generality. Susbtitution 

of udt) = -KLXdt) in (1) yields the closed-loop system: 

:i:(t) = AcLX(t) + Aox(t - h) + BeLX(t - h'), (A.31) 

3 J: (I) ..... III is of exponential order if J(t)=ae fJt , some a, .BER and'ltEI. 
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with AcL =: A - BKL; BcL =: BoKL. Since the feature of having one 

or two delays in (A.31) is irrelavant to the subsequent developments, assume 

Bo = 0 (=::} BcL = 0). Note that for each t ;;:: -h, there exists (at least) one 

t' E [-h, t] such that v(t) = IIx(t')11 =: SUP(T..;;t)(llx(r)ID with x(t) = <p(t) 
(i.e., the initial function), all t ~ O. Then, 

v(t) = Ilx(t')11 =: sup(llz(r)ID 
T<E;t 

t 

~ 9(t) [ Ilxoll + J Ile-AcTIIIIBcIIIIV(T)lldr], (A.32) 

a 

where 

9(t) =: IleAct: Iii 
t~ =: {min T E [-h, t] : Ilx(t')11 = v(t) }. (A.33) 

Applying Gronwall's lemma (Bellman, 1970) to (A.32) leads to 

(A.34) 

where 

(A.35) 

Note from (A.33) and (A.35) that there are real constants Pi ;;:: 0 (i = 
1,2,3,4) and .x, such that 

91(t) ~ PI + P2 eA ,t; 
92(t, r) ~ f{l + f{2eA,t + f{3e-A,T + f{4eA1(t-T), 

(A.36) 

where f{l =: PIP3; f{2 =: P2P3; f{3 =: PIP4 and f{4 =: P2P4. Substitution of 

(A.36) into (A.34) proves that v(t), and then Ilz(t)ll, is of exponential order and 

the proof is complete. Thus, IluL(t)11 ~ 11K LllllxL(t)11 is also of exponential 
order. 
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Proof of Lemma 3 (Continued). Since the SP (Eq. 1) is ,-trajectory stabi

liz able, there are real constants 8 and , such that 

t t 

J e- 6T llu(r)lldr < 00 ===} J e-'YTllz(r)IIdr < 00; 'Vt ~ 0, (A.37) 

o 0 

for some control u: [0,00) 1--+ Rm. The existence of a linear and time-invariant 

control law uL(i) = -KLzL(t) , (trajectory)-stabilizing the SP is guaranteed 
from (A.37) if 

t t 

Je-6LTlluL(r)IIdr~ IIKLIIJ e-6LT llzL(r)IIdr 
o 0 

t t 

~ J e- 6T llu(r)IIdr ===} J e-'YLTllzL(r)IIdr < 00, (A.38) 

o 0 

for some real constants 8L and ,L, where zL(·) is the state trajectory ofEq. 1 

when submitted to the control law uL(r). A sufficient condition for (A.38) to 
hold is 

(A.39) 

for all t ~ O. Since the map t 1--+ e-etllu(t)II is in L1[(0, oo);R], IIu(t)II is of 
exponential order. Then, (A.39) always holds, from Lemma A.2, for some real 

constant 8L so that SP is 'Y (trajectory)-stabilizable through the linear control 

uL(t) and the proof is complete. 
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APIE UNIVERSALQ STABILIZUOJANCIQ TOLYDINIQ 

TIESINIQ REGULIATORIQ, SKIRTQ SISTEMOMS SU VELINIMU, 

PROJEKTA VIMl\. I dalis. Preliminariniai rezultatai 

Manuel de la SEN ir Ningsu LUO 

Straipsnyje nagrinejami apibendrinti tiesiniai reguliatoriai, skirti tiesinems sistemoms 

su liekamuoju poveikiu, kuriuos naudojant reguliavimo sisitemos uMarame kontfue, ~i 
sistema tampa globaliai tolygiai ir asimptotiskai stabili Liapunovo prasme. Reguliatoriai 
yra universaliis ta prasme, kad jie turi jvairiq tipq velinimus, kurie gali biiti baigtiniai, 
neriboti arba net priklausyti nuo laiko. Straipsnio pirmoje dalyje apra~omos kai kurios 
jvadines Sllvokos ir stabilizuojamumo slllygos. 


